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Abstract
The use of subword-level information (e.g.,
characters, character n-grams, morphemes)
has become ubiquitous in modern word rep-
resentation learning. Its importance is attested
especially for morphologically rich languages
which generate a large number of rare words.
Despite a steadily increasing interest in such
subword-informed word representations, their
systematic comparative analysis across typo-
logically diverse languages and different tasks
is still missing. In this work, we deliver such
a study focusing on the variation of two cru-
cial components required for subword-level in-
tegration into word representation models: 1)
segmentation of words into subword units, and
2) subword composition functions to obtain fi-
nal word representations. We propose a gen-
eral framework for learning subword-informed
word representations that allows for easy ex-
perimentation with different segmentation and
composition components, also including more
advanced techniques based on position em-
beddings and self-attention. Using the unified
framework, we run experiments over a large
number of subword-informed word representa-
tion configurations (60 in total) on 3 tasks (gen-
eral and rare word similarity, dependency pars-
ing, fine-grained entity typing) for 5 languages
representing 3 language types. Our main re-
sults clearly indicate that there is no “one-size-
fits-all” configuration, as performance is both
language- and task-dependent. We also show
that configurations based on unsupervised seg-
mentation (e.g., BPE, Morfessor) are some-
times comparable to or even outperform the
ones based on supervised word segmentation.
1 Introduction
Word representations are central to a wide vari-
ety of NLP tasks (Collobert et al., 2011; Chen
and Manning, 2014; Jia and Liang, 2016; Ammar
et al., 2016; Goldberg, 2017; Peters et al., 2018;
Kudo, 2018, inter alia). Standard word representa-
tion models are based on the distributional hypoth-
esis (Harris, 1954) and induce representations from
large unlabeled corpora using word co-occurrence
statistics (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al.,
2014; Levy and Goldberg, 2014). However, as
pointed out by recent work (Bojanowski et al.,
2017; Vania and Lopez, 2017; Pinter et al., 2017;
Chaudhary et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018), mapping
a finite set of word types into corresponding word
representations limits the capacity of these models
to learn beyond distributional information, which
leads to several fundamental limitations.
The standard approaches ignore the internal
structure of words, that is, the syntactic or seman-
tic composition from subwords or morphemes to
words, and are incapable of parameter sharing at
the level of subword units. Assigning only a sin-
gle vector to each word causes the data sparsity
problem, especially in resource-poor settings where
huge amounts of training data cannot be guaran-
teed. The issue is also prominent for morphologi-
cally rich languages (e.g., Finnish) with productive
morphological systems that generate a large num-
ber of infrequent/rare words (Gerz et al., 2018).
Although potentially useful information on word
relationships is hidden in their internal subword-
level structure,1 subword-agnostic word represen-
tation models do not take these structure features
into account and are effectively unable to represent
rare words accurately, or unseen words at all.
Therefore, there has been a surge of interest in
subword-informed word representation architec-
tures aiming to address these gaps. A large number
of architectures has been proposed in related re-
search, and they can be clustered over the two main
axes (Lazaridou et al., 2013; Luong et al., 2013;
1For example, nouns in Finnish have 15 cases and 3 plural
forms; Spanish verbs may contain over 40 inflected forms,
sharing the lemma and taking up standard suffixes.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the general framework for
learning subword-informed word representations, with
the focus on two crucial components: 1) segmentation
of words and 2) subword embedding composition. By
varying the two components, and optionally including
or excluding position embeddings from the computa-
tions, we obtain a wide spectrum of different subword-
informed configurations used in the study (see §2). Our
word-level representation model in this work is skip-
gram (on the top layer of the figure), but it can be re-
placed by any other distributional word-level model.
Qiu et al., 2014; Cotterell and Schu¨tze, 2015; Wi-
eting et al., 2016; Avraham and Goldberg, 2017;
Vania and Lopez, 2017; Pinter et al., 2017; Cot-
terell and Schu¨tze, 2018). First, the models differ
in the chosen method for segmenting words into
subwords. The methods range from fully super-
vised approaches (Cotterell and Schu¨tze, 2015)
to e.g. unsupervised approaches based on BPE
(Heinzerling and Strube, 2018). Second, another
crucial aspect is the subword composition function
used to obtain word embeddings from the embed-
dings of each word’s constituent subword units. De-
spite a steadily increasing interest in such subword-
informed word representations, their systematic
comparative analysis across the two main axes, as
well as across typologically diverse languages and
different tasks is still missing.2
In this work, we conduct a systematic study of a
variety of subword-informed word representation
architectures that all can be described by a gen-
eral framework illustrated by Figure 1. The frame-
work enables straightforward experimentation with
prominent word segmentation methods (e.g., BPE,
Morfessor, supervised segmentation systems) as
well as subword composition functions (e.g., addi-
tion, self-attention), resulting in a large number of
2A preliminary study of Vania and Lopez (2017) limits its
focus on the use of subwords in the language modeling task.
different subword-informed configurations.3
Our study aims at providing answers to the fol-
lowing crucial questions: Q1) How generalizable
are subword-informed models across typologically
diverse languages and across different downstream
tasks? Do different languages and tasks require dif-
ferent configurations to reach peak performances
or is there a single best-performing configuration?
Q2) How important is it to choose an appropriate
segmentation and composition method? How ef-
fective are more generally applicable unsupervised
segmentation methods? Is it always better to re-
sort to a supervised method, if available? Q3) Is
there a difference in performance with and without
the full word representation? Can more advanced
techniques based on position embeddings and self-
attention yield better task performance?
We evaluate subword-informed word represen-
tation configurations originating from the general
framework in three different tasks using standard
benchmarks and evaluation protocols: 1) general
and rare word similarity and relatedness, 2) depen-
dency parsing, and 3) fine-grained entity typing
for 5 languages representing 3 language families
(fusional, introflexive, agglutinative). We show that
different tasks and languages indeed require diverse
subword-informed configurations to reach peak per-
formance: this calls for a more careful language-
and task-dependent tuning of configuration compo-
nents. We also show that more sophisticated con-
figurations are particularly useful for representing
rare words, and that unsupervised segmentation
methods can be competitive to supervised segmen-
tation in tasks such as parsing or fine-grained entity
typing. We hope that this paper will provide useful
points of comparison and comprehensive guidance
for developing next-generation subword-informed
word representation models for typologically di-
verse languages.
2 Methodology
The general framework for learning subword-
informed word representations, illustrated by Fig-
ure 1, is introduced in §2.1. We then describe its
main components: segmentation of words into sub-
word units (§2.2), subword and position embed-
dings (§2.3), and subword embedding composition
3Following a similar work on subword-agnostic word
embedding learning (Levy et al., 2015), our system design
choices resulting in different configurations can be seen as a
set of hyper-parameters that also have to be carefully tuned
for each language and each application task.
functions (§2.4), along with all the configurations
for these components used in our evaluation.
2.1 General Framework
Formally, given a word w, its word embedding w
can be computed by the composition of its subword
embeddings as follows:
w = fΘ(δ(w),Ws,Wp), (1)
where δ(w) is a deterministic function that seg-
ments w into an ordered sequence of its constituent
subword units Sw = (swi)
n
1 , with swi ∈ S being a
subword type from the subword vocabulary S of
size |S|. Optionally, some segmentation methods
can also generate a sequence of the correspond-
ing morphotactic tags Tw = (twi)
n
1 . Alone or to-
gether with Tw, Sw is embedded into a sequence
of subword representations Sw = (swi)
n
1 from the
subword embedding matrix Ws ∈ R|S|×d, where
d is the dimensionality of subword embeddings.
Another optional step is to obtain a sequence of
position embeddings Pw = (pwi)
n
1 : they are taken
from the position embedding matrix Wp ∈ Rp×d,
where p is the maximum number of the unique po-
sitions. Pw can interact with Sw to compute the
final representations for subwords Rw = (rwi)
n
1
(Vaswani et al., 2017). fΘ is a composition func-
tion taking Rw as input and outputting a single
vector w as the word embedding of w.
For the distributional “word-level” training, sim-
ilar to prior work (Bojanowski et al., 2017), we
adopt the standard skip-gram with negative sam-
pling (SGNS) (Mikolov et al., 2013) with bag-of-
words contexts. However, we note that other distri-
butional models can also be used under the same
framework. Again, following Bojanowski et al.
(2017), we calculate the word embedding wt ∈ Rd
for each target word wt using the formulation
from Eq. (1), and parametrize context words with
another word embedding matrix Wc ∈ R|V|×d,
where |V| is the size of word vocabulary V .
2.2 Segmentation of Words into Subwords
We consider three well-known segmentation meth-
ods for the function δ, briefly outlined here.
Supervised Morphological Segmentation We
use CHIPMUNK (Cotterell et al., 2015) as a repre-
sentative supervised segmentation system, proven
to provide a good trade-off between accuracy and
speed.4 It is based on semi-Markov conditional ran-
4http://cistern.cis.lmu.de/chipmunk
δ δ(dishonestly)
CHIPMUNK (dis, honest, ly)
(prefix, root, suffix)
Morfessor (dishonest, ly)
BPE (dish, on, est, ly)
Table 1: Segmentations of the word dishonestly.
dom fields (Sarawagi and Cohen, 2005). For each
word, apart from generating Sw, it also outputs the
corresponding morphotactic tags Tw.5 In §2.3 we
discuss how to incorporate information from Tw
into subword representations.
Morfessor Morfessor (Smit et al., 2014) denotes
a family of generative probabilistic models for
unsupervised morphological segmentation used,
among other applications, to learn morphologically-
aware word embeddings (Luong et al., 2013).
BPE Byte Pair Encoding (BPE; Gage (1994)) is a
simple data compression algorithm. It has become
a de facto standard for providing subword informa-
tion in neural machine translation (Sennrich et al.,
2016). The input word is initially split into a se-
quence of characters, with each unique character
denoted as a byte. BPE then iteratively replaces
the most common pair of consecutive bytes with a
new byte that does not occur within the data, and
the number of iterations can be set in advance to
control the granularity of the byte combinations.
An example output for all three methods is
shown in Table 1. Note that a standard practice in
subword-informed models is to also insert the en-
tire word token into Sw (Bojanowski et al., 2017).6
This is, however, again an optional step and we
evaluate configurations with and without the inclu-
sion of the word token in Sw.
2.3 Subword and Position Embeddings
The next step is to encode Sw (or the tuple (Sw, Tw)
for CHIPMUNK) to construct a sequence of sub-
word representations Sw. Each row of the subword
embedding matrix Ws is simply defined as the em-
bedding of a unique subword. For CHIPMUNK,
we define each row in Ws as the concatenation of
the subword s and its predicted tag t. We also test
5In our experiments, we use only basic information on af-
fixes such as prefixes and suffixes, and leave the integration of
fine-grained information such as inflectional and derivational
affixes as future work.
6We only do the insertion if |Sw| > 1. For CHIPMUNK,
a generic tag word is added to the sequence Tw.
CHIPMUNK configurations without the use of Tw
to analyze its contribution.7
After generating Sw, an optional step is to have
a learnable position embedding sequence Pw fur-
ther operate on Sw to encode the order information.
Similar to Ws, the definition of the position em-
bedding matrix Wp also varies: for Morfessor and
BPE, we use the absolute positions of subwords in
the sequence Sw, whereas for CHIPMUNK mor-
photactic tags are encoded directly as positions.
Finally, following prior work (Gehring et al.,
2017; Mikolov et al., 2018), we use addition and
element-wise multiplication between each subword
vector s from Sw and the corresponding position
vector p from Pw to compute each entry r for the
final sequence of subword vectors Rw:
r = s+ p or r = s p. (2)
2.4 Composition Functions
A composition function fΘ is then applied to the se-
quence of subword embeddingsRw to compute the
final word embeddingw. We investigate three com-
position functions: 1) addition, 2) single-head and
3) multi-head self-attention (Vaswani et al., 2017;
Lin et al., 2017).8 Addition is used in the origi-
nal fastText model of Bojanowski et al. (2017),
and remains a strong baseline for many tasks. How-
ever, addition treats each subword with the same
importance, ignoring semantic composition and in-
teractions among the word’s constituent subwords.
Therefore, we propose to use a self-attention mech-
anism, that is, a learnable weighted addition as the
composition function on subword sequences. To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to ap-
ply a self-attention mechanism to the problem of
subword composition.
Composition Based on Self-Attention Our self-
attention mechanism is inspired by Lin et al. (2017).
It is essentially a multilayer feed-forward neu-
ral network without bias term, which generates
a weight matrix for the variable length input Rw:
Hw = tanh(Wh1R
T
w) (3)
Aw = softmax(Wh2Hw) (4)
7The extra information on tags should lead to a more ex-
pressive model resolving subword ambiguities. For instance,
the subword post in postwar and noun post are intrinsically
different: the former is the prefix and the later is the root.
8Using more complex compositions based on CNNs and
RNNs is also possible, but we have not observed improvement
in our evaluation tasks with such compositions, which is also
in line with findings from recent work (Li et al., 2018).
Component Option Label
Segmentation CHIPMUNK sms
Morfessor morf
BPE bpe
Morphotactic tag concatenated with st
subword (only sms)
Word token exclusion w-
inclusion w+
Position embedding exclusion p-
additive pp
multiplicative mp
Composition function addition add
single head attention att
multi-head attention mtx
Table 2: Different components used to construct
subword-informed configurations, and their labels.
Each row of Aw is a weight vector for rows of
Rw, which models different aspects of seman-
tic compositions and interactions. For the single-
head self-attention, Aw degenerates to a row vec-
tor as the final attention vector aw. For the multi-
head self-attention, we average the rows of Aw
to generate aw.9 Finally, w is computed as the
weighted addition of subword embeddings from
Rw: w =
∑wn
w1
awirwi .
3 Experimental Setup
We train different subword-informed model config-
urations on 5 languages representing 3 morpholog-
ical language types: English (EN), German (DE),
Finnish (FI), Turkish (TR) and Hebrew (HE), see
Table 3. We then evaluate the resulting subword-
informed word embeddings in three distinct tasks:
1) general and rare word similarity and relatedness,
2) syntactic parsing, and 3) fine-grained entity typ-
ing. The three tasks have been selected in particular
as they require different degrees of syntactic and
semantic information to be stored in the input word
embeddings, ranging from a purely semantic task
(word similarity) over a hybrid syntactic-semantic
task of entity typing to syntactic parsing.
Subword-Informed Configurations We train a
large number of subword-informed configurations
by varying the segmentation method δ (§2.2), sub-
word embeddings Ws, the inclusion of position
embeddings Wp and the operations on Ws (§2.3),
and the composition functions fΘ (§2.4). The con-
figurations are based on the following variations of
9We have also experimented with adding an extra transfor-
mation layer over attention matrix to generate the attention
vector, but without any performance gains.
constituent components: (1) For the segmentation δ,
we test a supervised morphological system CHIP-
MUNK (sms), Morfessor (morf) and BPE (bpe).
A word token can be optionally inserted into the
subword sequence Sw for all three segmentation
methods (ww) or left out (w-); (2) We can only em-
bed the subword s for morf and bpe, while with
sms we can optionally embed the concatenation of
the subword and its morphotactic tag s : t (st);10 (3)
We test subword embedding learning without posi-
tion embeddings (p-), or we integrate them using
addition (pp) or element-wise multiplication (mp);
(4) For the composition function function fΘ, we
experiment with addition (add), single head self-
attention (att), and multi-head self-attention (mtx).
Table 2 provides an overview of all components
used to construct a variety of subword-informed
configurations used in our evaluation.
The variations of components from Table 2 yield
24 different configurations in total for sms, and 18
for morf and bpe. We use pretrained CHIPMUNK
models for all test languages except for Hebrew, as
Hebrew lacks gold segmentation data. Following
Vania and Lopez (2017), we use the default param-
eters for Morfessor, and 10k merge operations for
BPE across languages. We use available BPE mod-
els pre-trained on Wikipedia by Heinzerling and
Strube (2018).11
Two well-known word representation models,
which can also be described by the general frame-
work from Figure 1, are used as insightful baselines:
the subword-agnostic SGNS model (Mikolov et al.,
2013) and fastText (FT)12 (Bojanowski et al.,
2017). FT computes the target word embedding us-
ing addition as the composition function, while the
segmentation is straightforward: the model simply
generates all character n-grams of length 3 to 6 and
adds them to Sw along with the full word.
Training Setup Our training data for all lan-
guages is Wikipedia. We lowercase all text and
replace all digits with a generic tag #. The statistics
of the training corpora are provided in Table 3.
All subword-informed variants are trained on the
same data and share the same parameters for the
SGNS model.13 Further, we use ADAGRAD (Duchi
10Once st is applied, we do not use position embeddings
anymore, because the morphotactic tags are already encoded
in subword embeddings, i.e., st and pp are mutually exclusive.
11https://github.com/bheinzerling/bpemb
12https://github.com/facebookresearch/
fastText
13We rely on the standard choices: 300-dimensional sub-
Typology Language #tokens #types
Fusional English (EN) 600M 900K
German (DE) 200M 940K
Agglutinative Finnish (FI) 66M 600K
Turkish (TR) 52M 300K
Introflexive Hebrew (HE) 90M 410K
Table 3: Statistics of our Wikipedia training corpora.
For faster training, we use one third of the entire
Wikipedia corpus for EN and DE.
et al., 2011) with a linearly decaying learning rate,
and do a grid search of learning rate and batch
size for each δ on the German14 WordSim-353 data
set (WS; Leviant and Reichart (2015)). The hyper-
parameters are then fixed for all other languages
and evaluation runs. Finally, we set the learning
rate to 0.05 for sms and bpe, and 0.075 for morf,
and the batch size to 1024 for all the settings.
3.1 Evaluation Tasks
Word Similarity and Relatedness These stan-
dard intrinsic evaluation tasks test the semantics
of word representations (Pennington et al., 2014;
Bojanowski et al., 2017). The evaluations are per-
formed using the Spearman’s rank correlation score
between the average of human judgement simi-
larity scores for word pairs and the cosine simi-
larity between two word embeddings constituting
each word pair. We use Multilingual SimLex-999
(SIMLEX; Hill et al. (2015); Leviant and Reichart
(2015); Mrksˇic´ et al. (2017)) for English, German
and Hebrew, each containing 999 word pairs anno-
tated for true semantic similarity. We further evalu-
ate embeddings on FinnSim-300 (FS300) produced
by Venekoski and Vankka (2017) for Finnish and
AnlamVer (AN; Ercan and Yıldız (2018)) for Turk-
ish. We also run experiments on the WordSim-353
test set (WS; Finkelstein et al. (2002)), and its por-
tions oriented towards true similarity (WS-SIM) and
broader relatedness (WS-REL) portion for English
and German.
Finally, to analyze the importance of subword
information for learning embeddings of rare words,
we evaluate on the recently released CARD-660
dataset (CARD; Pilehvar et al. (2018)) for English,
annotated for true semantic similarity.
word and word embeddings, 5 training epochs, the context
window size is 5, 5 negative samples, the subsampling rate of
10−5, and the minimum word frequency is 5.
14German has moderate morphological complexity among
the five languages, so we think the hyperparameters tuned on
it could be applicable to other languages.
Best 2nd Best Worst sgns ft
EN
WS .656 (sms.w-.st.att) .655 (sms.w-.pp.att) .440 (bpe.w-.mp.mtx) .634 .643
WS-SIM .708 (sms.ww.st.mtx) .707 (sms.w-.st.att) .475 (bpe.w-.mp.att) .702 .706
WS-REL .625 (sms.w-.p-.add) .620 (sms.w-.st.att) .438 (bpe.w-.mp.mtx) .579 .586
SIMLEX .283 (sms.ww.p-.add) .282 (morf.w-.p-.add) .182 (bpe.w-.mp.add) .300 .307
DE
WS .633 (sms.ww.pp.add) .633 (sms.ww.p-.add) .328 (bpe.w-.mp.mtx) .596 .624
WS-SIM .673 (sms.ww.pp.add) .668 (sms.ww.p-.add) .363 (bpe.w-.mp.add) .669 .677
WS-REL .616 (sms.ww.p-.add) .610 (sms.ww.pp.add) .332 (bpe.w-.mp.mtx) .530 .590
SIMLEX .401 (sms.ww.p-.add) .398 (sms.ww.pp.add) .189 (bpe.w-.mp.mtx) .359 .393
FI FS300 .259 (sms.w-.p-.add) .258 (sms.w-.pp.add) .123 (morf.ww.mp.mtx) .211 .279
TR
AN-SIM .355 (bpe.ww.mp.add) .325 (bpe.ww.mp.att) .112 (bpe.ww.pp.mtx) .232 .271
AN-REL .459 (bpe.ww.mp.add) .444 (sms.w-.pp.add) .273 (morf.ww.mp.att) .183 .520
HE SIMLEX .338 (bpe.ww.pp.add) .338 (bpe.ww.pp.mtx) .128 (bpe.w-.mp.mtx) .379 .388
EN CARD .370 (sms.ww.pp.add) .328 (sms.w-.pp.mtx) .000 (bpe.w-.pp.add) .009 .249
Table 4: Results on word similarity and relatedness across languages. The highest score for each row is in bold,
and we choose randomly in case of a tie. All scores are obtained after computing the embeddings of OOV words.
Dev set Test set
UAS LAS UAS LAS
EN
sms.w-.mp.mtx 92.3 90.3 92.0 90.1
bpe.ww.p-.mtx 92.3 90.4 92.1 90.0
sgns 92.3 90.4 91.9 89.8
ft 92.3 90.3 92.1 90.2
DE
bpe.ww.pp.add 91.2 87.7 89.6 84.7
bpe.ww.mp.mtx 91.2 87.7 89.4 84.7
sgns 91.4 87.9 89.3 84.4
ft 91.6 87.9 89.1 84.4
FI
bpe.ww.mp.add 89.9 86.9 90.7 87.4
sms.w-.pp.add 89.3 86.1 90.5 87.1
sgns 88.9 85.6 89.5 86.2
ft 89.7 86.9 90.4 87.1
TR
sms.ww.mp.add 71.1 63.5 72.8 64.7
sms.w-.mp.att 70.5 62.5 72.7 64.5
sgns 70.5 62.5 72.2 63.5
ft 71.2 63.3 73.1 65.1
HE
morf.w-.pp.mtx 92.3 89.5 91.3 88.5
morf.ww.p-.add 92.3 89.5 91.2 88.5
sgns 92.4 89.8 91.5 88.7
ft 92.6 89.7 91.2 88.3
Table 5: Results on the dependency parsing task. The
two best configurations are selected according to LAS.
Dependency Parsing Next, we use the syntactic
dependency parsing task to analyze the importance
of subword information for syntactically-driven
downstream applications. For all test languages,
we rely on the standard Universal Dependencies
treebanks (UD v2.2; Nivre et al. (2016)). We use
subword-informed word embeddings from differ-
ent configurations to initialize the deep biaffine
parser of Dozat and Manning (2017) which has
shown competitive performance in shared tasks
(Dozat et al., 2017) and among other parsing mod-
els (Ma and Hovy, 2017; Shi et al., 2017; Ma et al.,
2018).15 We use default settings for the biaffine
parser for all experimental runs
Fine-Grained Entity Typing The task is to map
entities, which could comprise more than one entity
token, to predefined entity types (Yaghoobzadeh
and Schu¨tze, 2015). It is a suitable semi-semantic
task to test our subword models, as the subwords
of entities usually carry some semantic infor-
mation from which the entity types can be in-
ferred. For example, Lincolnshire will belong to
/location/county as -shire is a suffix that
strongly indicates a location. We rely on an entity
typing dataset of Heinzerling and Strube (2018)
built for over 250 languages by obtaining entity
mentions from Wikidata (Vrandecˇic´ and Kro¨tzsch,
2014) and their associated FIGER-based entity
types (Ling and Weld, 2012): there only exists a
one-to-one mapping between the entity and one of
the 112 FIGER types.
We randomly sample the data to obtain a
train/dev/test split with the size of 60k/20k/20k for
all languages. For evaluation we extend the RNN-
based model of Heinzerling and Strube (2018),
where they stacked all the subwords of entity to-
kens into a flattened sequence: we use the hierar-
chical embedding composition instead. For each
entity token, we first compute its word embeddings
with our subword configurations,16 then feed the
word embeddings of entity tokens to a bidirectional
LSTM with 2 hidden layers of size 512, followed
by a projection layer which predicts the entity type.
15https://github.com/tdozat/Parser-v2
16Although it is true that case information can be very im-
portant to the task, we conform to Heinzerling and Strube
(2018) lowercasing all letters.
4 Results and Analysis
To get a better grasp of the overall performance
without overloading the tables, we focus on report-
ing two best configurations and the worst configu-
ration for each task and language from the total of
60 configurations, except for Hebrew with 36 con-
figurations, where there is no gold segmentation
data for training sms model. We also analyze the
effects of different configurations on different tasks
based on language typology. The entire analysis
revolves around the key questions Q1-Q3 posed in
the introduction. The reader is encouraged to re-
fer to the supplementary material for the complete
results.
Tables 4, 5, and 6 summarize the main results
on word similarity and relatedness, dependency
parsing and entity typing, respectively. In addition,
the comparisons of different configurations across
tasks and language types are shown in Figure 2
(as well as Figure 3 to 7 in the supplementary ma-
terial). There, we center the comparison around
two crucial components: segmentation and com-
position. The value in each pixel block is the per-
centage rank of the row configuration minus that of
column configuration. We compute such percent-
age ranks by performing three levels of averaging
over: 1) all related datasets for the same task; 2) all
sub-configurations that entail the configuration in
question; 3) all languages from the same language
types.
Q1. Tasks and Languages Regarding the abso-
lute performance of our subword-informed con-
figurations, we notice that they outperform SGNS
and FT in 3/5 languages on average, and for
8/13 datasets on word similarity and relatedness.
The gains are more prominent over the subword-
agnostic SGNS model and for morphologically
richer languages such as Finnish and Turkish. The
results on the two other tasks are also very compet-
itive, with strong performance reported especially
on the entity typing task. This clearly indicates the
importance of integrating subword-level informa-
tion into word vectors. A finer-grained comparative
analysis shows that best-performing configurations
vary greatly across different languages.
The comparative analysis across tasks also sug-
gests that there is no single configuration that out-
performs the others in all three tasks, although cer-
tain patterns in the results emerge. For instance, the
supervised segmentation (sms) is very useful for
word similarity and relatedness (seen in Figure 4).
This result is quite intuitive: sms is trained accord-
ing to the readily available gold standard morpho-
logical segmentations. However, sms is less useful
for entity typing, where almost all best-performing
configurations are based on morf (see also Fig-
ure 4). This result is also interpretable: morf is a
conservative segmenter that captures longer sub-
words, and is not distracted by short and nonsensi-
cal subwords (like bpe) that have no contribution
to the prediction.17 The worst configurations on
word similarity are based on bpe: its aggressive
segmentation often results in non-interpretable or
nonsensical subwords which are unable to recover
useful semantic information. Due to the same rea-
son, the results in all three tasks indicate that the
best configurations with bpe are always coupled
with ww, and the worst are obtained with w- (i.e.,
without the inclusion of the full word).
The results on parsing reveal similar perfor-
mances for a spectrum of heterogeneous configura-
tions. In other words, while the chosen configura-
tion is still important, its impact on performance of
state-of-the-art dependency parsers (Kiperwasser
and Goldberg, 2016; Dozat and Manning, 2017) is
decreased, as such parsers are heavily parametrized
multi-component methods (e.g., besides word em-
beddings they rely on biLSTMs, intra-sentence at-
tention, character representations).18 Therefore, a
larger space of subword-informed configurations
for word representations leads to optimal or near-
optimal results. However, sms seems to yield high-
est scores on average in agglutinative languages
(see also Figure 2).
Figure 2 clearly demonstrates that, apart from
entity typing heatmaps (the third row) which show
very similar trends over different language types,
the patterns for different tasks and language types
tend to vary in general. Similarly, other figures in
the supplementary material also show diverging
trends across languages representing different lan-
guage types.
17For example, sms and bpe both split “Val-
berg” (/location/city) and “Robert Valberg”
(/person/actor) with a suffix “berg”. Since “berg”
could represent both a place or a person, it is not useful alone
as a suffix to predict the correct entity type, whereas morf
does not split the word and makes the prediction solely based
on surrounding entity tokens.
18We also experimented with removing token features such
as POS tags and character embeddings in some settings, but
we observed similar trends in the final results.
Best 2nd Best Worst sgns ft
EN 55.70 (bpe.ww.mp.add) 55.68 (morf.w-.pp.att) 51.15 (bpe.w-.p-.att) 51.00 55.15
DE 54.06 (morf.w-.pp.add) 54.01 (morf.w-.pp.att) 50.21 (bpe.w-.p-.att) 50.14 54.55
FI 57.41 (morf.w-.pp.add) 57.38 (morf.w-.pp.mtx) 52.18 (bpe.w-.p-.att) 49.87 57.18
TR 56.31 (morf.w-.pp.add) 56.14 (morf.w-.pp.mtx) 46.97 (bpe.w-.pp.mtx) 54.35 54.62
HE 60.34 (morf.w-.pp.att) 60.09 (morf.ww.pp.add) 51.31 (bpe.w-.p-.att) 54.55 59.09
Table 6: Test accuracy, the evaluation metric used by Heinzerling and Strube (2018), on the fine-grained entity
typing task. The results are averaged over 5 runs with random seeds.
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Figure 2: Comparisons of different configurations across tasks grouped by language types. The value in each pixel
block is the percentage rank of the row configuration minus that of column configuration. For example, in word
similarity for fusional language, the rank for the row sms.ww is 0.787 and 0.071 for column bpe.w-, and the block
value is 0.716. The higher the value, the better the performance of the row compared to the column configuration.
Q2 and Q3. Configurations As mentioned, dif-
ferent tasks reach high scores with different seg-
mentation and composition components. The cru-
cial components for word similarity are sms and
ww, and sms is generally better than morf and bpe in
fusional and agglutinative languages (see Figure 4
and 7). The presence of ww is desired in this task as
also found by Bojanowski et al. (2017): it enhances
the information provided by the segmentation. As
discussed before, the best configurations with bpe
are always coupled with ww, and the worst with w-.
ww is less important for the more conservative morf
where the information stored in ww can be fully re-
covered from the generated subwords. Interestingly,
pp and mp do not have positive effects on this task
for fusional and introflexive languages, but they
seem to resonate well with agglutinative languages,
and they are useful for the two other tasks (seen
in Figure 6). In general, position embeddings have
shown potential benefits in all tasks, where they
selectively emphasize or filter subwords according
to their positions. pp is extremely useful in entity
typing for all languages, because it indicates the
root position.
Concerning composition functions, add still re-
mains an extremely robust choice across tasks and
languages. Surprisingly, the more sophisticated
self-attention composition prevails only on a hand-
ful of datasets: compare the results with add vs. att
and mtx. In fact, the worst configurations mostly
use att and mtx (see also Figure 5). In sum, our
results suggest that, when unsure, add is by far the
most robust choice for the subword composition
function. Further, morphotactic tags encoded in
subword embeddings (st) seem to be only effective
combined with self-attention in word similarity and
relatedness. These findings call for further investi-
gation in future work, along with the inclusion of
finer-grained morphotactic tags into the proposed
modeling framework.
Further Discussion A recurring theme of this
study is that subword-informed configurations are
largely task- and language-dependent. We can ex-
tract multiple examples from the reported results
affirming this conjecture. For instance, in fusional
and agglutinative languages mp is critical to the
model on dependency parsing, while for Hebrew,
an introflexive language, mp is among the most
detrimental components on the same task. Further,
for Turkish word similarity bpe.ww outperforms
sms.ww: due to affix concatenation in Turkish, sms
produces many affixes with only syntactic func-
tions that bring noise to the task. Interestingly,
SGNS performs well in Hebrew on parsing and
word similarity: it shows that it is still difficult
for linear segmentation methods to capture non-
concatenative morphology.
Finally, fine-tuning subword-informed represen-
tations seems especially beneficial for rare word se-
mantics: our best configuration outperforms FT by
0.111 on CARD, and even surpasses all the state-of-
the-art models on the rare word similarity task, as
reported by Pilehvar et al. (2018). We hope that our
findings on the CARD dataset will motivate further
work on building more accurate representations for
rare and unseen words (Bhatia et al., 2016; Herbe-
lot and Baroni, 2017; Schick and Schu¨tze, 2018)
by learning more effective and more informed com-
ponents of subword-informed configurations.
5 Conclusion
We have presented a general framework for learn-
ing subword-informed word representations which
has been used to perform a systematic analysis of
60 different subword-aware configurations for 5
typologically diverse languages across 3 diverse
tasks. The large space of presented results has al-
lowed us to analyze the main properties of subword-
informed representation learning: we have demon-
strated that different components of the frame-
work such as segmentation and composition meth-
ods, or the use of position embeddings, have to
be carefully tuned to yield improved performance
across different tasks and languages. We hope
that this study will guide the development of new
subword-informed word representation architec-
tures. Code is available at: https://github.
com/cambridgeltl/sw_study.
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A Supplemental Material
In this supplementary material we present the full
results of different configurations of our subword-
informed representations and baseline models in
three tasks across five languages. For details and
notations of different model configurations, please
refer to the original paper.
Since fastText (FT) package cannot generate
each subword embedding for a given word, we also
implemented our own version (our ft) within
the same subword-informed training framework.
We trained our ft on all the five languages with
the same training corpus, and kept the same hy-
perparameters as FT package except that we used
1024 as batch size for faster training. We show that
our implementation yields comparable results with
the original FT in word similarity and relatedness
and parsing across languages. For entity typing,
we experimented with the extended hierarchical
composition architecture described in the paper on
our ft, i.e., using subword embeddings to com-
pute word representations and updating subword
embeddings of our ft during training, and only
use word embeddings as input for SGNS and FT
and directly update them. Additionally, we also ex-
perimented with some of our model configurations
with character n-grams as our segmentation meth-
ods, but did not observe performance gains. Due to
its large parameter space (usually 2-4 times larger
than SGNS) and the computational limits, we leave
it as our future work.
Table 7, 8 and 9 show the results of word similar-
ity and relatedness based on different segmentation
methods, and Table 10, 11 and 12 for the results of
dependency parsing. Table 13 shows the accuracy
on development and test set for entity typing across
all five languages. Figure 3 shows the configuration
comparisons in languages with available datasets
for word relatedness. Figure 4 to 7 show the results
on all downstream tasks across languages when
each test data point is categorized according to
some specific component. Specifically, Figure 4
shows the results when only different segmenta-
tion methods are considered, and Figure 5, 6 and 7
show the results on varying composition functions,
position embedding types and whether including
the word token embedding, respectively.
SIMLEX WS WS-REL WS-SIM FS300 AN-REL AN-SIM CARD
sms.w-.p-.add 0.267(EN) 0.650 0.625 0.688 0.259(FI) 0.277(TR) 0.432(TR) 0.206(EN)0.350(DE) 0.517 0.490 0.586
sms.w-.st.add 0.267 0.654 0.619 0.704 0.228 0.276 0.434 0.2080.350 0.509 0.475 0.577
sms.w-.pp.add 0.270 0.645 0.615 0.693 0.258 0.261 0.444 0.2940.332 0.494 0.467 0.563
sms.w-.mp.add 0.207 0.635 0.598 0.683 0.247 0.269 0.424 0.2130.295 0.437 0.401 0.507
sms.ww.p-.add 0.283 0.640 0.589 0.696 0.226 0.273 0.435 0.2670.401 0.633 0.616 0.668
sms.ww.st.add 0.277 0.637 0.576 0.697 0.204 0.239 0.404 0.2690.385 0.622 0.601 0.658
sms.ww.pp.add 0.282 0.632 0.572 0.702 0.240 0.240 0.423 0.3700.398 0.633 0.610 0.673
sms.ww.mp.add 0.240 0.633 0.579 0.696 0.211 0.279 0.443 0.2680.353 0.599 0.557 0.639
sms.w-.p-.att 0.250 0.642 0.613 0.684 0.228 0.289 0.416 0.2440.339 0.518 0.478 0.598
sms.w-.st.att 0.255 0.656 0.620 0.697 0.227 0.263 0.358 0.2360.327 0.512 0.468 0.583
sms.w-.pp.att 0.252 0.655 0.619 0.707 0.227 0.212 0.334 0.3230.324 0.500 0.456 0.570
sms.w-.mp.att 0.206 0.629 0.593 0.674 0.205 0.263 0.405 0.2190.290 0.452 0.425 0.517
sms.ww.p-.att 0.277 0.642 0.591 0.698 0.192 0.311 0.440 0.2510.360 0.605 0.571 0.640
sms.ww.st.att 0.261 0.632 0.570 0.693 0.212 0.243 0.366 0.2600.342 0.588 0.549 0.625
sms.ww.pp.att 0.271 0.630 0.584 0.695 0.228 0.204 0.367 0.3100.357 0.608 0.567 0.660
sms.ww.mp.att 0.220 0.616 0.547 0.682 0.191 0.241 0.376 0.2220.340 0.569 0.526 0.613
sms.w-.p-.mtx 0.245 0.639 0.602 0.694 0.248 0.260 0.404 0.2200.336 0.505 0.457 0.585
sms.w-.st.mtx 0.252 0.648 0.617 0.702 0.234 0.231 0.381 0.2240.330 0.506 0.456 0.578
sms.w-.pp.mtx 0.260 0.638 0.606 0.694 0.244 0.184 0.335 0.3280.331 0.488 0.429 0.564
sms.w-.mp.mtx 0.211 0.620 0.599 0.671 0.228 0.265 0.417 0.2260.282 0.447 0.417 0.506
sms.ww.p-.mtx 0.279 0.631 0.575 0.696 0.206 0.280 0.426 0.2510.357 0.615 0.578 0.657
sms.ww.st.mtx 0.277 0.642 0.581 0.708 0.192 0.231 0.394 0.2610.355 0.603 0.561 0.645
sms.ww.pp.mtx 0.273 0.640 0.588 0.705 0.226 0.210 0.368 0.3000.357 0.611 0.575 0.662
sms.ww.mp.mtx 0.253 0.622 0.565 0.684 0.183 0.275 0.414 0.2600.339 0.598 0.578 0.632
sgns
0.300 0.634 0.579 0.702 0.211 0.232 0.183 0.009
0.359 0.596 0.530 0.669
ft
0.307 0.643 0.586 0.706 0.279 0.271 0.520 0.249
0.393 0.624 0.590 0.677
our ft
0.265 0.629 0.574 0.702 0.241 0.295 0.523 0.281
0.380 0.610 0.596 0.649
Table 7: Results on word similarity and relatedness across languages for CHIPMUNK (sms). All scores are ob-
tained after computing the embeddings of OOV words.
SIMLEX WS WS-REL WS-SIM FS300 AN-REL AN-SIM CARD
morf.w-.p-.add
0.282(EN) 0.629 0.574 0.691 0.166(FI) 0.273(TR) 0.359(TR) 0.134(EN)
0.368(DE) 0.577 0.557 0.616
0.322(HE)
morf.w-.pp.add
0.279 0.617 0.562 0.680 0.189 0.232 0.375 0.172
0.349 0.549 0.530 0.594
0.317
morf.w-.mp.add
0.245 0.597 0.529 0.664 0.185 0.302 0.351 0.127
0.303 0.484 0.439 0.550
0.324
morf.ww.p-.add
0.273 0.632 0.573 0.697 0.159 0.264 0.339 0.198
0.376 0.583 0.569 0.614
0.326
morf.ww.pp.add
0.277 0.616 0.557 0.684 0.182 0.232 0.375 0.262
0.361 0.573 0.549 0.609
0.324
morf.ww.mp.add
0.244 0.589 0.520 0.666 0.149 0.267 0.300 0.099
0.331 0.515 0.484 0.574
0.304
morf.w-.p-.att
0.281 0.623 0.565 0.682 0.159 0.295 0.362 0.132
0.354 0.560 0.536 0.603
0.323
morf.w-.pp.att
0.276 0.619 0.555 0.682 0.170 0.235 0.358 0.138
0.352 0.556 0.537 0.597
0.308
morf.w-.mp.att
0.246 0.586 0.519 0.661 0.158 0.274 0.304 0.107
0.310 0.495 0.453 0.548
0.291
morf.ww.p-.att
0.271 0.622 0.568 0.686 0.167 0.292 0.346 0.218
0.372 0.574 0.545 0.621
0.321
morf.ww.pp.att
0.274 0.613 0.549 0.680 0.167 0.145 0.312 0.206
0.364 0.565 0.537 0.601
0.319
morf.ww.mp.att
0.234 0.586 0.514 0.666 0.147 0.270 0.273 0.109
0.327 0.499 0.469 0.562
0.307
morf.w-.p-.mtx
0.280 0.632 0.573 0.693 0.133 0.300 0.357 0.132
0.348 0.564 0.544 0.602
0.320
morf.w-.pp.mtx
0.275 0.621 0.562 0.693 0.186 0.231 0.369 0.135
0.355 0.549 0.530 0.582
0.325
morf.w-.mp.mtx
0.254 0.602 0.536 0.671 0.205 0.235 0.295 0.130
0.295 0.488 0.427 0.542
0.301
morf.ww.p-.mtx
0.275 0.624 0.558 0.688 0.177 0.292 0.356 0.222
0.371 0.577 0.545 0.611
0.325
morf.ww.pp.mtx
0.272 0.617 0.558 0.684 0.160 0.151 0.321 0.080
0.359 0.592 0.575 0.613
0.326
morf.ww.mp.mtx
0.238 0.591 0.522 0.674 0.123 0.279 0.326 0.080
0.320 0.500 0.465 0.559
0.318
sgns
0.300 0.634 0.579 0.702 0.211 0.232 0.183 0.009
0.359 0.596 0.530 0.669
0.379
ft
0.307 0.643 0.586 0.706 0.279 0.271 0.520 0.249
0.393 0.624 0.590 0.677
0.388
our ft
0.265 0.629 0.574 0.702 0.241 0.295 0.523 0.281
0.380 0.610 0.596 0.649
0.354
Table 8: Results on word similarity and relatedness across languages for Morfessor (morf). All scores are obtained
after computing the embeddings of OOV words.
SIMLEX WS WS-REL WS-SIM FS300 AN-REL AN-SIM CARD
bpe.w-.p-.add
0.209(EN) 0.488 0.499 0.508 0.177(FI) 0.228(TR) 0.390(TR) 0.011(EN)
0.229(DE) 0.416 0.442 0.474
0.156(HE)
bpe.w-.pp.add
0.209 0.474 0.484 0.490 0.170 0.229 0.407 0.000
0.225 0.404 0.417 0.467
0.162
bpe.w-.mp.add
0.182 0.460 0.478 0.484 0.157 0.283 0.406 0.021
0.193 0.331 0.351 0.363
0.132
bpe.ww.p-.add
0.274 0.642 0.577 0.706 0.203 0.293 0.429 0.262
0.378 0.597 0.582 0.631
0.331
bpe.ww.pp.add
0.265 0.631 0.571 0.689 0.245 0.267 0.429 0.273
0.365 0.615 0.595 0.637
0.338
bpe.ww.mp.add
0.236 0.587 0.519 0.658 0.147 0.355 0.459 0.240
0.348 0.566 0.538 0.608
0.321
bpe.w-.p-.att
0.216 0.506 0.504 0.529 0.200 0.176 0.288 0.010
0.233 0.386 0.409 0.422
0.155
bpe.w-.pp.att
0.210 0.503 0.507 0.528 0.190 0.183 0.331 0.027
0.226 0.383 0.396 0.428
0.152
bpe.w-.mp.att
0.197 0.456 0.462 0.475 0.173 0.200 0.308 0.035
0.209 0.398 0.422 0.467
0.151
bpe.ww.p-.att
0.265 0.621 0.566 0.687 0.197 0.246 0.358 0.257
0.350 0.555 0.525 0.591
0.334
bpe.ww.pp.att
0.270 0.618 0.570 0.678 0.187 0.197 0.314 0.228
0.333 0.567 0.536 0.604
0.334
bpe.ww.mp.att
0.255 0.613 0.564 0.681 0.147 0.325 0.419 0.226
0.338 0.545 0.526 0.584
0.307
bpe.w-.p-.mtx
0.202 0.486 0.485 0.512 0.184 0.174 0.293 0.015
0.224 0.394 0.414 0.433
0.169
bpe.w-.pp.mtx
0.198 0.504 0.500 0.547 0.179 0.195 0.355 0.045
0.223 0.399 0.396 0.462
0.167
bpe.w-.mp.mtx
0.185 0.440 0.438 0.476 0.144 0.176 0.282 0.022
0.189 0.328 0.332 0.372
0.128
bpe.ww.p-.mtx
0.267 0.624 0.565 0.690 0.164 0.238 0.334 0.272
0.354 0.573 0.543 0.604
0.337
bpe.ww.pp.mtx
0.263 0.621 0.569 0.677 0.193 0.112 0.290 0.210
0.337 0.553 0.500 0.608
0.338
bpe.ww.mp.mtx
0.260 0.620 0.564 0.681 0.198 0.257 0.369 0.247
0.336 0.546 0.514 0.596
0.298
sgns
0.300 0.634 0.579 0.702 0.211 0.232 0.183 0.009
0.359 0.596 0.530 0.669
0.379
ft
0.307 0.643 0.586 0.706 0.279 0.271 0.520 0.249
0.393 0.624 0.590 0.677
0.388
our ft
0.265 0.629 0.574 0.702 0.241 0.295 0.523 0.281
0.380 0.610 0.596 0.649
0.354
Table 9: Results on word similarity and relatedness across languages for BPE (bpe). All scores are obtained after
computing the embeddings of OOV words.
DEV(EN) TEST DEV(DE) TEST DEV(FI) TEST DEV(TR) TEST
sms.w-.p-.add 92.2(UAS) 91.5 91.3 89.0 88.8 89.6 70.0 71.990.3(LAS) 89.6 87.7 84.2 85.5 86.1 62.1 63.7
sms.w-.st.add 92.4 91.7 91.1 88.7 89.1 89.7 71.0 72.090.5 89.7 87.6 83.8 86.0 86.6 62.9 63.8
sms.w-.pp.add 92.2 91.9 91.4 88.7 89.3 90.5 70.9 72.790.2 89.9 87.8 84.0 86.1 87.1 62.8 64.4
sms.w-.mp.add 92.2 91.9 91.1 89.1 89.0 89.9 70.5 72.690.3 90.0 87.6 84.3 85.8 86.6 62.6 64.5
sms.ww.p-.add 92.2 92.1 91.6 89.1 89.4 90.1 71.0 71.890.2 90.0 88.1 84.3 86.4 86.9 62.8 63.6
sms.ww.st.add 92.4 91.9 91.3 89.2 89.4 89.9 71.0 72.090.5 89.8 87.9 84.5 86.2 86.5 63.0 64.0
sms.ww.pp.add 92.5 91.9 91.3 88.9 89.5 90.3 70.7 72.590.5 90.0 87.8 84.2 86.5 87.0 63.0 64.4
sms.ww.mp.add 92.2 91.7 91.4 89.2 89.4 90.3 71.1 72.890.3 89.6 87.8 84.4 86.3 87.1 63.5 64.7
sms.w-.p-.att 92.1 91.7 91.3 88.9 89.0 89.6 71.3 72.490.2 89.6 87.7 83.9 85.9 86.4 63.1 63.8
sms.w-.st.att 92.2 91.6 91.4 89.0 88.8 89.4 70.0 71.990.3 89.6 87.7 84.2 85.6 86.0 62.2 63.4
sms.w-.pp.att 91.4 91.2 91.1 89.0 89.2 89.7 70.7 71.489.4 89.0 87.6 84.3 85.7 86.1 62.6 63.0
sms.w-.mp.att 92.1 91.8 91.3 89.0 89.0 90.0 70.5 72.790.2 89.8 87.7 84.1 85.9 86.6 62.5 64.5
sms.ww.p-.att 92.1 91.5 91.2 89.3 89.2 89.8 71.2 72.390.2 89.6 87.7 84.5 85.9 86.4 63.2 64.0
sms.ww.st.att 92.3 91.9 91.3 89.2 88.7 89.7 70.4 72.290.4 89.9 87.8 84.3 85.5 86.2 62.3 63.8
sms.ww.pp.att 92.2 91.8 91.5 89.0 88.5 89.3 71.0 72.290.3 89.8 87.9 84.4 84.9 85.8 62.7 63.7
sms.ww.mp.att 92.3 91.9 91.5 89.1 88.6 89.5 70.7 72.590.5 90.0 88.0 84.3 85.4 86.0 62.9 64.3
sms.w-.p-.mtx 92.0 91.9 91.5 88.6 89.0 89.7 70.5 71.790.1 89.8 87.9 83.7 85.9 86.2 62.5 63.5
sms.w-.st.mtx 92.1 91.8 91.1 88.5 89.0 89.5 69.8 71.890.2 89.7 87.8 83.5 85.6 85.9 61.8 63.3
sms.w-.pp.mtx 92.3 91.7 91.2 89.1 88.9 89.6 70.7 72.090.4 89.7 87.6 84.2 85.9 86.3 62.6 63.1
sms.w-.mp.mtx 92.3 92.0 91.4 89.1 89.4 90.2 70.7 72.490.3 90.1 87.8 84.3 86.0 86.9 62.5 64.2
sms.ww.p-.mtx 92.2 91.6 91.4 89.1 89.2 89.8 70.5 71.990.4 89.6 87.9 84.3 86.0 86.4 62.5 63.6
sms.ww.st.mtx 92.2 91.6 91.4 88.7 89.1 89.8 71.0 71.890.4 89.7 87.8 83.9 85.8 86.5 62.7 63.3
sms.ww.pp.mtx 92.3 92.0 91.2 89.0 88.7 89.4 70.4 71.890.4 89.9 87.7 84.2 85.2 85.8 62.7 63.6
sms.ww.mp.mtx 92.3 92.0 91.4 88.9 88.8 89.6 71.0 71.590.4 89.9 87.8 84.0 85.2 85.9 62.7 63.3
sgns 92.3 91.9 91.4 89.3 88.9 89.5 70.5 72.290.4 89.8 87.9 84.4 85.6 86.2 62.5 63.5
ft 92.3 92.1 91.6 89.1 89.7 90.4 71.2 73.190.3 90.2 87.9 84.4 86.9 87.1 63.3 65.1
our ft 92.7 92.2 91.6 89.6 90.5 90.9 71.5 73.090.7 90.2 87.9 84.9 87.6 87.8 63.5 64.9
Table 10: Results on dependency parsing across languages for CHIPMUNK (sms).
DEV(EN) TEST DEV(DE) TEST DEV(FI) TEST DEV(TR) TEST DEV(HE) TEST
morf.w-.p-.add 92.3 91.7 91.1 89.0 89.0 90.0 70.7 71.8 92.5 91.090.4 89.8 87.7 84.2 85.8 86.6 62.4 63.3 89.6 88.3
morf.w-.pp.add 92.5 91.8 91.4 89.0 89.2 89.8 70.3 71.3 92.3 91.290.6 89.8 87.6 84.1 86.0 86.4 62.2 63.1 89.6 88.4
morf.w-.mp.add 92.2 91.9 91.4 89.0 89.2 89.8 71.2 71.7 92.1 90.890.2 90.0 87.8 84.1 85.9 86.4 63.2 63.6 89.2 88.0
morf.ww.p-.add 92.2 91.8 91.4 89.0 89.4 89.6 70.8 72.2 92.3 91.290.3 89.7 87.8 84.1 86.2 86.2 62.9 64.2 89.5 88.5
morf.ww.pp.add 92.3 91.7 91.3 88.9 88.8 89.9 70.6 71.9 92.2 91.090.4 89.8 87.6 84.1 85.7 86.5 62.5 63.4 89.6 88.1
morf.ww.mp.add 92.3 91.7 91.2 89.0 89.3 89.8 70.5 72.4 92.1 90.990.4 89.6 87.6 84.2 86.0 86.4 62.8 64.2 89.2 88.0
morf.w-.p-.att 92.2 91.8 91.2 89.1 89.1 90.2 70.3 72.1 92.3 91.190.3 89.7 87.6 83.9 85.9 86.6 61.9 63.6 89.6 88.3
morf.w-.pp.att 92.3 92.0 91.5 89.3 89.1 89.7 71.0 72.2 92.6 91.290.3 89.9 87.9 84.6 85.9 86.4 63.1 63.6 89.7 88.4
morf.w-.mp.att 92.0 91.8 91.4 89.1 89.1 89.9 70.2 71.5 92.1 90.390.0 89.8 87.7 84.3 85.7 86.4 62.1 62.8 89.2 87.4
morf.ww.p-.att 92.2 91.9 91.4 89.1 89.4 89.8 70.0 71.2 92.2 91.190.2 89.8 88.0 84.2 86.0 86.5 62.2 62.8 89.3 88.2
morf.ww.pp.att 92.3 91.9 91.6 89.3 89.0 89.6 70.9 72.0 92.2 91.190.3 89.9 88.0 84.5 85.8 86.3 62.7 63.4 89.6 88.3
morf.ww.mp.att 92.2 91.9 91.3 89.0 88.9 90.0 70.9 71.8 92.3 91.090.4 90.0 87.9 84.1 85.8 86.7 62.8 63.4 89.4 88.0
morf.w-.p-.mtx 92.1 91.9 91.4 88.9 89.3 89.8 70.6 71.9 92.2 90.690.1 89.8 87.8 84.1 86.1 86.4 62.8 63.6 89.4 87.9
morf.w-.pp.mtx 92.4 91.8 91.3 88.8 89.3 90.0 71.0 72.2 92.3 91.390.4 89.9 87.7 84.0 86.1 86.7 63.1 63.7 89.5 88.5
morf.w-.mp.mtx 92.2 92.1 91.4 88.8 89.2 90.3 70.2 72.2 92.2 90.590.3 90.0 87.9 83.9 85.9 86.8 62.2 63.7 89.3 87.7
morf.ww.p-.mtx 92.2 91.8 91.3 88.9 89.3 89.6 70.1 71.4 92.5 91.490.3 89.8 87.9 84.0 85.9 86.1 62.1 63.3 89.6 88.4
morf.ww.pp.mtx 92.2 91.7 91.4 89.0 89.2 89.9 71.3 72.1 92.6 90.890.3 89.6 87.9 84.1 86.0 86.7 62.9 63.8 89.7 88.0
morf.ww.mp.mtx 92.3 91.8 91.2 89.1 89.5 89.8 71.1 72.2 92.1 90.890.4 89.9 87.7 84.2 86.3 86.4 62.5 63.8 89.3 88.0
sgns 92.3 91.9 91.4 89.3 88.9 89.5 70.5 72.2 92.4 91.590.4 89.8 87.9 84.4 85.6 86.2 62.5 63.5 89.8 88.7
ft 92.3 92.1 91.6 89.1 89.7 90.4 71.2 73.1 92.6 91.290.3 90.2 87.9 84.4 86.9 87.1 63.3 65.1 89.7 88.3
our ft 92.7 92.2 91.6 89.6 90.5 90.9 71.5 73.0 92.52 91.690.7 90.2 87.9 84.9 87.6 87.8 63.5 64.9 89.72 88.8
Table 11: Results on dependency parsing across languages for Morfessor (morf).
DEV(EN) TEST DEV(DE) TEST DEV(FI) TEST DEV(TR) TEST DEV(HE) TEST
bpe.w-.p-.add 92.3 91.5 91.1 89.1 89.3 89.9 70.2 72.1 91.9 91.090.3 89.6 87.6 84.2 85.9 86.4 62.6 63.9 89.2 88.2
bpe.w-.pp.add 92.2 91.6 91.5 89.1 89.0 90.0 71.2 71.6 92.0 90.990.2 89.5 87.9 84.3 85.8 86.7 63.2 63.2 89.1 88.1
bpe.w-.mp.add 91.9 91.6 91.5 89.2 89.3 89.8 70.7 71.6 92.4 91.290.0 89.7 87.9 84.3 86.1 86.3 62.7 63.4 89.7 88.2
bpe.ww.p-.add 92.1 91.8 91.3 89.2 89.5 89.8 70.2 71.4 92.5 91.190.2 89.9 87.7 84.4 86.2 86.5 62.1 63.2 89.5 88.2
bpe.ww.pp.add 92.3 91.6 91.2 89.6 89.2 90.2 70.8 72.3 92.3 91.290.4 89.6 87.7 84.7 86.2 87.0 62.9 64.2 89.4 88.4
bpe.ww.mp.add 92.3 91.9 91.6 89.2 89.9 90.7 71.2 72.3 92.2 91.090.3 89.9 88.1 84.5 86.9 87.4 63.1 64.0 89.4 88.2
bpe.w-.p-.att 92.3 91.3 91.4 89.1 88.8 89.4 70.4 71.9 92.0 90.990.3 89.4 87.9 84.2 85.3 85.7 62.3 63.0 89.1 87.9
bpe.w-.pp.att 92.1 91.6 91.4 88.6 88.7 89.5 70.9 71.5 91.9 91.090.2 89.7 87.6 83.7 85.4 86.0 62.5 63.3 89.0 88.3
bpe.w-.mp.att 92.1 91.5 91.5 89.3 89.1 89.9 70.5 72.4 92.2 90.890.2 89.6 87.9 84.4 85.8 86.3 62.5 63.9 89.5 88.0
bpe.ww.p-.att 92.3 92.0 91.4 88.6 89.1 90.1 70.8 71.3 92.0 90.890.4 89.9 87.9 83.8 85.8 86.8 62.4 63.1 89.3 88.0
bpe.ww.pp.att 92.3 91.8 91.4 89.2 89.2 90.0 71.0 72.1 92.1 91.190.5 89.8 87.7 84.6 85.9 86.4 63.2 64.0 89.5 88.2
bpe.ww.mp.att 92.5 92.0 91.5 89.3 89.5 90.3 70.6 71.7 91.9 90.990.6 89.9 88.1 83.9 86.4 86.9 62.6 63.4 89.1 88.0
bpe.w-.p-.mtx 91.9 91.7 91.1 88.9 88.6 89.5 69.9 71.5 91.5 91.290.1 89.7 87.5 83.9 85.2 85.9 61.9 63.1 88.7 88.3
bpe.w-.pp.mtx 92.1 91.7 91.1 88.8 89.0 89.5 70.7 71.8 92.0 91.090.2 89.7 87.5 84.0 85.6 86.0 62.8 63.3 89.2 88.2
bpe.w-.mp.mtx 92.1 91.6 91.1 89.1 89.0 89.9 70.3 72.0 92.2 90.690.2 89.5 87.6 84.1 85.7 86.3 62.6 63.6 89.3 87.7
bpe.ww.p-.mtx 92.3 92.1 91.6 89.0 89.3 90.0 71.7 72.3 91.9 90.590.4 90.0 88.0 84.2 86.0 86.7 63.4 63.7 88.9 87.7
bpe.ww.pp.mtx 92.4 91.9 91.3 89.1 89.3 89.7 69.8 72.2 92.0 90.790.4 89.8 87.7 84.2 85.9 86.2 62.0 63.8 89.2 87.9
bpe.ww.mp.mtx 92.3 91.7 91.2 89.4 89.8 90.2 71.2 72.3 92.2 91.090.4 89.6 87.7 84.7 86.7 86.8 63.1 64.2 89.4 88.1
sgns 92.3 91.9 91.4 89.3 88.9 89.5 70.5 72.2 92.4 91.590.4 89.8 87.9 84.4 85.6 86.2 62.5 63.5 89.8 88.7
ft 92.3 92.1 91.6 89.1 89.7 90.4 71.2 73.1 92.6 91.290.3 90.2 87.9 84.4 86.9 87.1 63.3 65.1 89.7 88.3
our ft 92.7 92.2 91.6 89.6 90.5 90.9 71.5 73.0 92.52 91.690.7 90.2 87.9 84.9 87.6 87.8 63.5 64.9 89.72 88.8
Table 12: Results on dependency parsing across languages for BPE (bpe).
DEV(EN) TEST DEV(DE) TEST DEV(FI) TEST DEV(TR) TEST DEV(HE) TEST
sms.w-.p-.add 52.88 52.57 51.09 50.95 55.15 55.08 53.87 53.52
sms.w-.st.add 52.68 52.7 51.2 51.23 55.38 55.13 54.03 53.68
sms.w-.pp.add 53.19 52.94 50.48 50.83 55.44 55.30 54.05 53.88
sms.w-.mp.add 52.87 52.76 51.1 51.11 55.18 55.00 54.24 53.96
sms.ww.p-.add 53.56 53.69 51.73 51.77 55.92 55.84 55.01 54.76
sms.ww.st.add 54.21 54.26 52.53 52.63 56.21 55.95 55.96 55.43
sms.ww.pp.add 54.51 54.66 52.98 53.04 56.06 56.00 55.92 55.75
sms.ww.mp.add 54.27 54.43 52.77 52.88 56.04 55.71 56.38 55.99
sms.w-.p-.att 52.81 52.7 50.7 50.8 54.85 54.67 53.62 53.45
sms.w-.st.att 52.57 52.64 51.64 51.65 54.87 54.69 53.27 53.14
sms.w-.pp.att 52.94 52.66 52.1 52.5 54.91 54.83 53.39 53.21
sms.w-.mp.att 52.99 52.91 51.7 51.9 55.02 55.03 54.06 53.72
sms.ww.p-.att 53.68 53.67 51.48 51.69 55.59 55.73 55.17 54.92
sms.ww.st.att 53.55 53.66 51.64 51.65 55.27 55.35 53.84 53.26
sms.ww.pp.att 53.14 53.08 52.1 52.5 54.66 54.52 54.95 54.77
sms.ww.mp.att 53.82 53.79 51.67 51.89 54.02 54.04 54.1 53.76
sms.w-.p-.mtx 52.7 52.67 50.29 50.52 54.61 54.51 53.44 53.24
sms.w-.st.mtx 52.75 52.61 50.42 50.85 54.15 54.09 53.44 52.84
sms.w-.pp.mtx 52.89 52.87 51.07 51.38 54.58 54.70 53.42 53.16
sms.w-.mp.mtx 53.03 52.89 50.52 50.95 55.19 54.90 54.23 53.68
sms.ww.p-.mtx 53.75 53.81 51.47 51.48 55.34 55.37 54.51 54.36
sms.ww.st.mtx 53.75 53.64 51.24 51.51 55.4 55.36 54.97 54.72
sms.ww.pp.mtx 53.80 53.96 51.92 52.1 54.57 54.54 54.94 54.57
sms.ww.mp.mtx 54.23 54.2 52 52.2 55.02 54.84 55.8 55.45
morf.w-.p-.add 54.86 55.35 53.41 53.28 57.01 56.94 55.92 55.8 60.37 59.67
morf.w-.pp.add 55.55 55.57 54.02 54.06 57.69 57.41 56.79 56.31 60.61 59.99
morf.w-.mp.add 55.01 55.18 53.5 53.35 57.09 56.82 55.26 54.7 60.1 59.24
morf.ww.p-.add 54.94 55.09 53.27 53.02 56.61 56.55 55.5 54.9 60.23 59.65
morf.ww.pp.add 55.20 55.60 53.83 53.82 57.32 57.2 56.41 55.92 60.57 60.09
morf.ww.mp.add 54.63 54.67 53.46 53.4 56.81 56.73 54.42 53.88 59.67 58.87
morf.w-.p-.att 54.84 55.02 52.98 52.91 56.93 56.83 55.86 55.52 60.3 59.78
morf.w-.pp.att 55.28 55.68 53.92 54.01 57.36 57.24 56.62 56.13 60.83 60.34
morf.w-.mp.att 55.4 55.3 53.72 53.7 56.85 56.93 55.24 54.6 59.89 59.38
morf.ww.p-.att 54.94 54.87 53.07 53.12 56.7 56.36 55.5 55.07 60.31 59.73
morf.ww.pp.att 55.26 55.35 53.83 53.92 57.39 57.15 56.39 55.99 60.5 59.94
morf.ww.mp.att 55.16 55.27 53.22 53.26 56.84 56.67 54.89 54.32 59.59 59.04
morf.w-.p-.mtx 54.97 55.06 52.39 52.42 56.76 56.88 55.93 55.39 60.26 59.66
morf.w-.pp.mtx 55.18 55.4 53.95 53.92 57.49 57.38 56.62 56.14 60.65 60.02
morf.w-.mp.mtx 55.18 55.25 52.92 53.01 56.97 56.69 55.02 54.48 60.07 59.36
morf.ww.p-.mtx 54.9 55.07 53.06 53.07 56.61 56.63 55.6 54.87 60.3 59.65
morf.ww.pp.mtx 55.25 55.45 53.64 53.55 57.31 57.17 56.28 55.86 60.52 59.98
morf.ww.mp.mtx 55.1 55.16 53.43 53.4 56.81 56.69 54.57 53.89 59.71 58.95
bpe.w-.p-.add 50.74 51.3 50.43 50.42 52.74 52.53 47.85 47.6 51.67 51.44
bpe.w-.pp.add 50.92 51.59 50.77 50.68 52.93 52.74 48.32 47.71 51.65 51.33
bpe.w-.mp.add 51.35 51.93 51 50.81 53.37 53.1 47.71 47.3 52.07 51.78
bpe.ww.p-.add 54.6 55.01 53.45 53.39 56.38 55.96 53.35 53.05 59.53 59.03
bpe.ww.pp.add 54.86 55.03 53.47 53.53 56.65 56.27 53.03 52.71 59.95 59.26
bpe.ww.mp.add 55.28 55.7 53.90 53.61 57.14 56.82 53.9 53.52 60.1 59.24
bpe.w-.p-.att 50.65 51.15 50.35 50.21 52.71 52.18 47.52 47.05 51.45 51.31
bpe.w-.pp.att 50.85 51.57 50.66 50.45 52.94 52.47 47.94 47.58 51.71 51.35
bpe.w-.mp.att 51.28 51.94 50.92 50.89 53.13 52.93 47.51 47.21 52.05 51.69
bpe.ww.p-.att 53.19 53.49 51.99 52.09 54.96 54.71 52.3 52.37 57.6 57.17
bpe.ww.pp.att 53.18 53.56 52.13 51.92 55.13 54.91 53.41 53.29 58.67 57.96
bpe.ww.mp.att 54.23 54.71 52.88 52.78 55.85 55.64 53.02 53.15 58.87 58.21
bpe.w-.p-.mtx 50.81 51.48 50.42 50.33 52.76 52.36 47.58 47.14 51.67 51.34
bpe.w-.pp.mtx 51.05 51.79 50.53 50.4 52.89 52.29 47.36 46.97 51.79 51.46
bpe.w-.mp.mtx 51.45 51.88 51.15 50.93 53.27 52.93 47.7 47.34 52.18 51.87
bpe.ww.p-.mtx 53.19 53.49 52.35 52.07 55.15 54.77 52.87 52.6 58.43 57.84
bpe.ww.pp.mtx 53.17 53.57 52.35 52.18 55.08 54.58 52.44 52.02 57.92 57.43
bpe.ww.mp.mtx 54.64 55.05 53.11 52.86 55.73 55.49 53.34 53.11 59.16 58.37
sgns 50.56 51 50.55 50.14 49.88 49.87 55.09 54.35 54.93 54.55
ft 54.97 55.15 54.46 54.55 57.18 57.18 55.46 54.62 59.67 59.09
our ft 54.59 55.12 54.26 54.4 57.67 57.57 56.19 55.73 60.05 59.65
Table 13: Accuracy on fine-grained entity typing across languages.
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Turkish: Word Relatedness
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Figure 3: Comparisons of word relatedness tasks for English, German and Turkish.
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Figure 4: Results with different segmentation methods.
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Figure 5: Results with different composition functions.
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Figure 6: Results with different position embeddings.
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Figure 7: Results w/o word token embedding.
